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 A mobile retail app is a growing innovation in a retailing setting and there is an argument 

on the prominent status of a mobile application in contrast with a mobile website and web 

applications. The study used quantitative data to run multiple regression analysis with keen 

attention to linear regression assumption and compare four models for mobile retail app 

use and continuous use based on mobile retail app technology, trust, and gratification. 

Theoretically, the study integrates the unified theory of acceptance and use of technology 

(UTAUT), trust and gratification and expand the technology acceptance model with the 

trust and gratification elements. To have a better understanding of the hypothesized theory 

and clearer perception of the model that have explanatory power, the study employs SPSS 

linear regression and general linear regression to look at the relationship of mobile app 

technology, trust and gratification predictors and the outcome variable. The study 

emphasized the importance of trust, privacy assurance, learning and relaxation features in 

a mobile retail app as an antecedent of its use and continuous use. This is a novel 

contribution to the literature on technology acceptance and retailing. This study also shed 

more light on the importance of age as a moderator of gender and marital status regarding 

mobile retail app use and continuous use. Further, it also explicates the managerial 

implication of mobile app and makes a necessary future recommendation. 
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1. Introduction 

There is an argument on the prominent status of a mobile 

application in contrast with a mobile website and web applications 

most especially in a retailing context. The mobile app is a 

challenger of the web app, mobile website and since its emergence 

in 2008, there are more than 700,000 different apps that operate 

on different operating systems platforms such as Android, 

Windows, and iOS [1]. The mobile app is "a type of software that 

allows the user to perform a specific task that can be installed and 

run on a range of portable digital devices such as smartphones and 

tablets". In [2], the author defines mobile app as "an IT software 

artefact that is specifically developed for mobile operating 

systems installed on handheld devices, such as smartphones or 

tablet computers". The two definitions reveal that mobile app 

cannot be used in isolation but through a device. A mobile app 

can be distinguished as software for smart mobile devices, it could 

be premium or freemium and downloadable through a centralized 

online market with an opportunity to rate and review based on the 

users' experience [3]. Despite the challenge of poor performance 

of some mobile retailing app, as at 2015, the global app revenue 

has soared to 8.3 billion dollars, and by the year 2020 mobile apps 

are predicted to reach 189 billion dollars in revenues [4]. A mobile 

app is dynamic and flexible for modification to meet the need of 

an individual retail store. A mobile app is attracting more 

customers daily and positively impacting the business of app 

developers, mobile device manufacturers and internet service 

providers [5-6]. Due to mobile app different potential and benefit, 

it is regarded as one of the fast-growing technology markets 

globally. A mobile app is an interesting research domain for the 

researchers and [6], integrates the Theory of Planned Behavior, 

the Technology Acceptance Model, and the Uses and 

Gratification Theory to examine the American consumers' mobile 

apps attitudes, intent, and use. Despite the result of this study, [2] 

discovered a gap in mobile app evaluation regarding theory and 

methodological clarity and recommended their instrument as an 
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adequate measurement of a mobile app. Reference [1] explore app 

consumption and exploratory analysis of the uses and 

gratifications of mobile apps while [2] focus on mobile app 

usability, conceptualize and developed mobile app instrument for 

general use. Reference [7] investigates the intention of a mobile 

app to disclose their information dwelling on privacy calculus 

theory. In [5], the author suggested an expansive study of a mobile 

app to researchers. This mobile app study is country focused. 

Finland is a famous country in mobile banking and other emerging 

technologies. S Group, Finland's renown retailer won NACS 

Insight European Technology Implementation Award in 2016 for 

an added fueling feature for its S-mobile app. The S-mobile app 

exhibits three features of retail, banking and fuel services [8].  

Kesko is another significant store chain in Finland with a 33.1% 

share of the 16.7 billion euros retail market in 2014 with 900,000 

customers in attendance of chain's 900 grocery stores every day. 

K-ruoka mobile app is being driven by its mission to make the 

daily lives of its grocery store customers easier with intelligent 

shopping tools [9]. A mobile app is futuristic but has a 

fundamental problem of short lifespan as the users delete it from 

the smart devices because of poor functionality and performance 

[10-11]. This study intends to compare four models for mobile 

retail app use and four models for mobile retail app continuous 

use based on mobile retail app technology, trust and gratification. 

The results of this research help to fill the gap that premature of 

mobile app use has created. The significant objective of this study 

is to examine how the combination of mobile retail app 

technology, trust and gratification model can extend the mobile 

retail app use and continuous use based on the optimised mobile 

app technology, increased trust confidence and embedded 

gratification elements and the sub-objective is to examine how to 

increase the mobile app user's autonomy and efficiency and to 

enrich the mobile app user's experience. To have a better 

understanding of the hypothesised theory and clearer perception 

of the model that have explanatory power, the study employs 

SPSS linear regression and general linear regression to look at the 

relationship of mobile app technology, trust and gratification 

predictors and the outcome variable. Further, it also explicates the 

managerial implication of mobile app and makes a necessary 

recommendation. The study is divided into five parts. The first 

section gives an overview of mobile app. The second section 

synthesizes applicable literature while section three explores the 

appropriate methodology for the study. Section four displays the 

data analysis and the result while the last section shows the 

theoretical and managerial implications with future study 

alertness. 

2. Literature Review and Hypotheses 

Based on UTAUT, Trust and Gratification model the 

researchers adopted two constructs include: Performance 

expectancy, and effort expectancy, social influence, facilitating 

condition, trust, security, privacy, cognitive, affection and tension 

free. These constructs have been proved in the literature as salient 

predictors for accepting technology. In this section, we define 

each of the constructs and their relationship. 

2.1. Performance Expectancy 

The level of belief by an individual that using the system will 

help to attain gains in job performance is known as Performance 

expectancy. In literature, performance expectancy plays a 

significant role in the intention to adopt information technology 

as shown in study [12-14]. This model is a combination of 

previous ones, five factors from last model helped information of 

performance expectancy variable consisting of perceived 

usefulness (technology acceptance models), external motivation 

(motivational model), job fit (PC utilization model), relative 

advantages (innovation diffusion theory) and outcome 

expectations (social cognition theory) [15-17]. The perception 

that using a mobile app will be more useful and improve 

performance will determine its use and continuous use. 

2.2. Effort Expectancy 

Effort expectancy is defined as “the degree of ease associated 

with the use of the system” [16]. This construct is a combination 

of three constructs from the existing models as stated by 

researchers. Such as perceived ease of use from the study of [18] 

[15] [19] and ease of use from [20]. The perception of comfort in 

using the mobile app will determine its purpose and continuous 

use. 

2.3. Social Influence 

Reference [21] defined Social influence as the degree of 

impact on the interaction among people in the social network. It 

was further described by [22] as the perceived pressure gained to 

perform a specific behavior. Service experiences from technology 

use can be shared by people to form a collective basis for 

conversations within a social network. Social influence 

perspective has been found to be significant in the adoption of 

innovative product and services [23-24]. From a social 

perspective, we consider that social ties predict mobile retail app 

use and usefulness in the current study. 

2.4. Facilitating Conditions 

Facilitating conditions refers to the extent to which an 

individual perceives that the technical and organizational 

infrastructure required to use the proposed system are available 

[16]. According to [15-17], the definition covers constructs of 

perceived behavioral control (planned behavior theory and 

decomposed planned behavior theory), facilitating conditions (PC 

utilization model) and adaptability (innovation diffusion theory). 

Promoting Conditions is significantly related to technology use 

[25]. Technology-wise, there is a deep connection between PE, 

EE, SI and FC as an influencing factor of mobile retail app actual 

use and continuous use and the study hypothesized that:  

H1: Performance expectancy, social influence and facilitating 

condition were predictors of mobile retail app use and 

usefulness. 

H2: Performance expectancy and effort expectancy are 

predictors of mobile retail app continuous use. 

2.5. Trust 

According to [26], trust promotes transaction success because 

it can reduce social uncertainties that would otherwise be too 

complex, if not impossible, to figure out on a rational basis. 
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Online purchase requires consumer trust since consumers have to 

provide their personal information during the transaction process. 

[27] and [28], found trust to be a key predictor of both initial 

online purchase and repeat purchase. Trust has also been found to 

be significant in decision making for online transactions [29-30]. 

To obtain the necessary assurance, [31] opined that customers 

must depend more heavily on trust in the online vendor. [32] states 

that consumers rely on their trust in the vendor or the Internet to 

mitigate the effects of their uncertainty toward their relationships 

(as buyer and seller) in the online environment. In this study, it is 

proposed that users trust in the mobile app use will motivate its 

continuous use.  

2.6. Security 

Security threats have really been a point of concern in the 

online environment, threats such as fraudulent access or attack on 

consumer's mobile devices and online accounts. According to [33], 

in an internet context, security refers to the perceptions about 

safety regarding the means of payment and the mechanism for 

storing and transmission of information. [34] explains security as 

the consumer belief that their data will not be abused or their 

stored data cannot be modified by third parties without permission 

as data can only be seen by authorized individuals and certain 

actions can only be undertaken if proper authentication has taken 

place. [35] opined that an individual's perceived need for security 

should influence the perception of the usefulness of the device 

which is confirmed in the study of [36] that users show concern 

about unsecured websites. In this study, security concerns 

measure respondents’ belief that security concerns of the mobile 

app will affect its use. 

2.7. Privacy 

The need for confidentiality of individuals becomes a 

significant challenge considering an automatic exchange of 

different personal information. Privacy concerns, especially 

through technology platform, must be addressed to maintain user 

control. Lessig defines privacy as the combination of 

"empowerment to control", "utility to protect", "dignity to 

establish an equilibrium", and "regulating agent to balance power" 

[37]. [38] opined that privacy is considered to exist when users of 

technology can control their personal information. Reference [39] 

found that users' perception of privacy assurance affects the use 

of a mobile platform. Thus, continuous use could probably be 

predicted by privacy confidence. Privacy assurance and a secured 

mobile retail app are antecedents of trust. The retail mobile app 

users will go an extra mile when they are assured that the mobile 

app they are using secured with privacy confidence. Regarding 

this proposition, the study hypothesized that:  

H3: Trust and security perception are predictors of mobile retail 

app use and usefulness. 

H4: Privacy confidence is a predictor of mobile retail app 

continuous use. 

2.8. Cognitive 

According to [40], cognitive factors related to mobile 

technology are important to examine because they influence the 

users' feelings about a technology. The cognitive phase represents 

the conscious decisions regarding the behavioral purpose of 

serving the users' needs [41]. The cognitive comprises of some 

factors such as the perceived usefulness of the mobile app, 

confirmation of expectations, and contextual 

factors/characteristics of the system (i.e., perceived mobility, 

personalization, and responsiveness). These factors have been 

found to positively influence the use and continuous use of a 

system [42-45]. 

2.9. Affective 

The behaviors that capture the personal feelings users have 

about an object that affects their behavior is known as affective 

[46]. According to [41], affect can exhibit positive or negative 

feelings about an object and provide an evaluation of the product 

and is considered an essential part of users’ attitude. Zhang found 

that affect has a strong impact on decision-making behavior and 

consumer shopping behavior, which suggests that affect helps 

explain significant variance in one's cognition and behavior 

(Zhang, 2013). Affective factors have been found to be significant 

in IT use and continuance intention [45]. 

2.10. Tension Free 

The current study examines the gratification among other 

constructs as an antecedent of mobile app continuous use in the 

retailing setting. The use and gratification theory posit that the use 

of media and technology is determined by individual users needs 

or motivations [47-48]. Uses and gratification research has 

highlighted consumers' hedonistic motives for using new 

communication technology, the need for entertainment, pleasure 

or enjoyment (Shin, 2007; Huang, 2008) [49-50]. Reference [51] 

sees gratification as the extent that the customers' needs are 

satisfied, while they assert that the stronger the degree of 

gratification, the higher the intention to use mobile apps. It was 

further stressed that some mobile app has gratification features 

that can calm tension while findings show that tension-free 

features on mobile apps positively affects the use of retailing 

mobile apps [51]. Mobile retail app with gratification elements 

will create an avenue for users learning, pleasure and tension 

calmness. It is therefore hypothesized that: 

H5: Cognitive, affective, and tension free as an element of 

gratification were predictors of mobile retail app use and 

usefulness. 

H6: Cognitive, affective, and tension free as an element of 

gratification were predictors of mobile retail app continuous use. 

2.11. Actual Use 

This construct was used in theories such as unified theory of 

acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) by [18] which aims 

to explain user intentions to use an information system and 

subsequent usage behavior. Also, the Technology Acceptance 

Model (TAM) by [15], which is an information systems theory 

that models how users come to accept and use technology. Actual 

usage is used in the study as the actual use of the retail mobile app. 

Because of some antecedent behaviors, e.g. trust, privacy 

confidence in the platform and facilitating conditions.  

2.12.  Continuous Use  

After the actual usage of a new technology or system, 

constant use is the next. This is the subsequent usage behavior of 
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a platform. At the level of continuous usage of a system, the 

antecedent of usage of that system comes to play, whereby 

experience and knowledge of the previous usage suggest constant 

use. 

It is more profitable for the mobile retail app users to use the 

facilities embedded into the app and to enjoy it. This initial 

gratification, efficiency perception and assurance of security will 

motivate them to continue to use the retail app. Based on this view, 

the study hypothesized that: 

H7: Combined elements of technology and gratification are 

predictors of mobile retail app use and usefulness. 

H8: Combined elements of technology, trust and gratification 

were predictors of mobile retail app continuous use. 

3. Research Design and Methodology 

3.1. Sample and Data Collection 

Purposeful sampling methodology was employed to gather the 

views and opinion of respondents online. This sampling method 

was used because only users of a mobile retail app in recent times 

or in the time past are the respondent target. Users that have used 

a mobile retail app to view products videos view current products 

new arrivals, shop and purchase products, received sales and 

coupon alerts, view products reviews and view products 

description, specifications and details. The total respondents that 

attended to the online questionnaire are 235. The data was 

subjected to a reliability test of Cronbach Alpha to ascertain the 

reliability of the instrument used and the results reach and above 

the threshold of 0.7 with a minimum of 0.87 and a maximum of 

0.96. 

3.2. Measurement 

In this study, items were adopted to measure the twelve latent 

variables from works of literature. Items Measuring Performance 

expectancy, Effort expectancy, Social influence, Facilitating 

conditions and Behavioral intention adopted from [16] user 

acceptance of information technology scale. Items Measuring Use 

behavior adopted from [2] mobile application usability scale). 

Items Measuring continuous use adopted from [52] expectation 

disconfirmation and technology adoption scale). Items Measuring 

cognitive, affective and tension free adopted from [53] Use and 

gratifications of mobile SNSs scale. Items Measuring tension free 

adopted from [54] the uses and gratifications of using Facebook 

music listening applications scale). Items Measuring affective 

adopted from [55] uses and gratifications theory and e-consumer 

behaviors scale. Items Measuring trust adopted from [56] 

addressing the personalization-privacy paradox scale. Items 

Measuring privacy and security adopted from [57] consumer trust, 

perceived security and privacy policy scale. The first section of 

the four parts of the instrument used to elicit information features 

the demography detail of the mobile app users followed by mobile 

app users experience. The next section extracts information on 

mobile app usage and the fourth section elicit a question from 

respondents on seven Likert Scale type question from strongly 

disagree (1) to strongly agree (7) based on the theories and works 

of literature reviewed.   

Table 1: Regression Analysis result for retail mobile app use 

Models (AU) β SE St.β T R R2 Adj. R2 AIC SE F 

RMA   

Technology 

          

Constant -.46 .240  -1.91 .824 .679 .674 559.8 .786 162.6 

PE .74 .046 .684 16.03       

SI .20 .050 .166 3.98       

FC .13 .040 .125 3.12       

RMA Trust           

Constant 1.64 .256  6.41 .540 .292 .286 743.5 1.165 47.75 

TR .366 .099 .354 3.68       

SE .204 .093 .210 2.19       

RMA  

Gratification 

          

Constant .492 .200  2.459 .778 .605 .600 608.1 .871 118.1 

CO .458 .062 .433 7.44       

AF .275 .086 .263 3.19       

TF .157 .075 .163 2.11       

Combined Models            

Constant -.53 .222  -2.37 .848 .719 .714 530.9 .737 146.8 

PE .580 .051 .539 11.27       

FC .107 .038 .108 2.82       

CO .316 .051 .299 6.18       

Continent .127 .044 .105 2.90       
***≤0.0001. **0.001 <p ≤0.01, *0.01 <p ≤ 0.05 

MRA: Retail Mobile App β: Beta, SE: Standard Error, SE: Standard error,  

St.β: Standardized beta, SE: Standard error, T: T-test 

R2: Coefficient of determination, F: F-test. 

Dependent variable: AU – App use, Predictors: PE: Performance Expectancy, SI: Social Influence, FC: Facilitating Condition, TR: Trust, SE: Security, CO: Cognitive, AF: Affective 
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Table 2: Regression Analysis result for retail mobile app continuous use 

Models (CU)  Β SE St.β T R R2 Adj. R2 AIC SE F 

RMA   

Technology 

          

Constant .163 .26  .63 .78 .61 .60 618.7 .893 178.9 

PE .795 .05 .72 14.7       

EE .121 .06 .10 2.1       

RMA Trust           

Constant 1.912 .24  8.1 .55 .31 .30 750.4 1.18 102.4 

PR .545 .05 .55 10.1       

RMA   

Gratification 

          

Constant .677 .21  3.2 .76 .58 .57 637.2 .927 105.5 

CO .361 .07 .33 5.5       

AF .346 .09 .32 3.8       

TF .187 .08 .19 2.4       

Combined Models            

Constant -.072 .21  -.35 .82 .68 .67 537.0 .816 119.3 

PE .497 .07 .45 7.6       

PR .124 .05 .13 2.7       

CO .180 .06 .17 2.9       

AF .221 .07 .21 3.4       
 

***≤0.0001. **0.001 <p ≤0.01, *0.01 <p ≤ 0.05 

RMA: Retail Mobile App. β: Beta, SE: Standard Error, SE: Standard error, St.β: Standardized beta, SE: Standard error, T: T-test, 

 R2: Coefficient of determination, F: F-test. 

Dependent variable: CU – Continuous use, Predictors:  PE: Performance Expectancy, SI: Social Influence, FC: Facilitating Condition, TR: Trust, SE: Security, CO: Cognitive, AF: Affective 

 

4. Results 

4.1. Multiple Regression Model 

The study used quantitative data to run multiple regression 

analysis with keen attention to linear regression assumption. The 

study used SPSS 24 version to ensure that the prediction errors 

are independent over cases, follow a normal distribution, lack 

heteroscedasticity and have a constant variance (homoscedasticity) 

and the relationship among the variables are linear. In order not to 

violate the assumptions, the study undertakes the following steps. 

We examined the factorability of the 48 items and used several 

criteria. Initially, 45 items correlated with other items (.215 - .841), 

indicating reasonable factorability. Secondly, the Kaiser-Meyer-

Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .94, above the rule of 

thumb of .6, and Bartlett's test of sphericity was significant (2 

(990) = 11678.29, p < .001). Finally, the commonalities were all 

above .5, confirming that each item shared some common 

variance with other items. Based on the overall indicators, factor 

analysis was conducted with 45 items. 

 

The study variables did not contain any system missing values and 

the frequency distributions look plausible. The descriptive 

statistics test for mean was (2.91 – 5.39) and standard deviation 

(1.29 – 1.64). The plotted scatterplots of the predicted values (x-

axis) with the outcome variables (y-axis) did not show any clear 

curvilinearity.  Cronbach Alpha ranges between (.972 - .974) and 

the variance inflation factors (VIFs) are lower than 10 (Myers, 

1990) [58], the tolerances greater than 0.2 (Menard, 1995) [59] 

and the condition index less than 30. In all, the chart plotter, and 

the data analysis did not show any violation of the independence, 

homoscedasticity and linearity assumptions. 

The author run linear regression analysis for four models for 

technology, trust and gratification predictors as against mobile 

retail app use and continuous use. All the predictors of mobile 

retail app (Model 1) were significant, performance expectancy → 

mobile app use (β=0.68, t=16.03, P Value = <.001), social 

influence → mobile app use (β=0.17, t=3.98, P Value = <.05), 

facilitating conditions → mobile app use (β=0.13, t=3.12, P Value 

= <.05). Mobile retail app trust (Model 2) trust → mobile app use, 

(β=0.35, t=3.68, P Value = <.05), security → mobile app use, 

(β=0.21, t=2.19, P Value = <.05). Mobile retail app gratification 

(Model 3) cognitive → mobile app use, (β=0.43, t=7.44, P Value 

= <.05), affective → mobile app use, (β=0.26, t=3.19, P Value = 

<.05), tension free → mobile app use, (β=0.16, t=2.11, P Value = 

<.05). Combined models (Model 4) performance expectancy → 

mobile app use, (β=0.54, t=11.27, P Value = <.001), facilitating 

conditions → mobile app use, (β=0.11, t=2.82, P Value = <.05), 

cognitive → mobile app use, (β=0.30, t=6.18, P Value = <.05), 

continents → mobile app use, (β=0.11, t=2.90, P Value = <.05). 

For continuous use all the predictors of mobile retail app (Model 

1) were significant, performance expectancy → mobile app 

continuous use (β=0.72, t=14.67, P Value = <.001), effort 

expectancy → mobile app continuous use (β=0.10, t=2.11, P 

Value = <.05). Mobile retail app trust (Model 2) privacy → 

mobile app continuous use, (β=0.55, t=10.12, P Value = <.05). 

Mobile retail app gratification (Model 3) cognitive → mobile app 

continuous use, (β=0.33, t=5.51, P Value = <.05), affective → 

mobile app continuous use, (β=0.32, t=3.77, P Value = <.05), 

tension free → mobile app continuous use, (β=0.19, t=2.35, P 

Value = <.05). Combined models (Model 4) performance 

expectancy → mobile app continuous use, (β=0.45, t=7.64, P 
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Value = <.001), privacy → mobile app continuous use, (β=0.13, 

t=2.71, P Value = <.05), cognitive → mobile app continuous use, 

(β=0.17, t=2.91, P Value = <.05), affective → mobile app 

continuous use, (β=0.21, t=3.40, P Value = <.05). 

4.2. Model Comparison 

The study model is multistage indicating the need for general 

linear regression analysis. We conducted general linear analysis 

for model comparison, and we extracted the value of Akaike 

Information Criterion (AIC) and compared it with the coefficient 

of determination. The first model of mobile retail app (mobile 

retail app technology) revealed AIC = 559.76, R2 = 67.9%, model 

2 (mobile retail app trust) AIC = 743.52, R2 = 29.2%, model 3 

(mobile retail gratification) AIC = 608.12, R2 = 60.5%, and model 

4 (combined models) AIC = 530.93, R2 = 71.9%. According to 

the rule of thumb of linear model assessment, the lower the AIC, 

the better and the higher the coefficient of determination the better. 

In this study, the combined model of technology, gratification and 

continent had the lowest AIC and the highest R2. 

Similarly, to mobile retail app use, the continuous use first model 

of mobile retail app (mobile retail app technology) revealed AIC 

= 618.66, R2 = 60.7%, model 2 (mobile retail app trust) AIC = 

750.42, R2 = 30.5%, model 3 (mobile retail gratification) AIC = 

637.20, R2 = 57.8%, and model 4 (combined models) AIC = 

537.02, R2 = 67.5%. The combined model of technology, trust and 

gratification had the lowest AIC and the highest R2. 

4.3. Moderation Effects 

A two-way analysis of variance was conducted on the influence 

of two independent variables (gender, marital status) on the age 

of mobile retail app users. Marital status included four levels 

(single, married, cohabitation, divorcement) and gender consisted 

of two levels (male, female). All effects were statistically 

significant at the .05 significance level except for the gender 

factor. The main effect for marital status yielded an F ratio of F(3, 

227) = 57.7, p<.001, indicating a significant different between 

male (M = 2.35, SD = 1.32), female (M = 2.05, SD = 1.17). The 

main effect for gender yielded an F ratio of F(1, 227) = 0.004, 

p>.005, indicating that the main effect for gender was not 

significant. The interaction effect was significant, F(3, 227) = 3.62, 

p<.014. In this case, the effect for gender interacts with marital 

status. That is, age affects females differently than males. 

5. Discussion, Theoretical and Practical Implications 

The goal of this study was to examine the impact of combined 

model of a mobile retail app on mobile retail app use and 

continuous use based on the optimised mobile app technology, 

increased trust confidence and embedded gratification elements 

and how the integrated model can enhance mobile app user's 

experience. Using SPSS, linear regression and general linear 

regression statistical technique were used. 

Eight hypotheses were tested and supported. Out of the eight 

hypotheses, four focused on mobile retail app use and usefulness 

while the other four dwells on mobile retail app continuous use. 

Performance expectancy being the technology acceptance 

variable was the highest predictor of mobile app use in the first 

model. In addition to performance expectancy, social influence 

and facilitating conditions were found significant as predictors of 

mobile app use. There is an influence of the third parties such as 

mentors, relatives, and the retailers on the retailing customers to 

use a mobile retail app but the social influence variable was not 

significant as a predictor of mobile retail app continuous use. In 

model two, trust and security are the predictors of mobile app use 

while three elements, cognitive, affective and tension free of 

gratification predicted mobile retail app and cognitive was the 

highest predictor. To get more insight from the study, the study 

combined the three models of technology, trust and gratification 

and performance expectancy, facilitating conditions, cognitive 

and continent path coefficient with the mobile retail app were 

significant. Respondents that lived in Finland from Europe, Asia 

and Africa participated in the study, and the result shows the 

neutral response of the Europeans to the mobile retail app while 

Asia and Africa's response supported the use of mobile retail app. 

The Europeans users are indifferent while the Asia and Africa 

users in Finland are enthusiastic. Performance expectancy still 

maintained the highest predictor of a mobile retail app. Extant 

studies emphasised the role of performance expectancy in 

technology use [60-61]. 

Unlike mobile retail app use model one, only two variables are the 

predictors of mobile retail app continuous use and effort 

expectancy that was not found significant in mobile retail app use 

was substantial in a constant model. This can be explained that 

mobile retail app users have been using for a long period of time 

and its use is not cumbersome to the users any more. Only privacy 

confidence was significant in model two and it is an indication 

that privacy assurance will prolong the mobile retail app 

continuous use. Like the mobile retail app model three all the 

gratification elements were significant and coincidentally, 

cognitive was the highest predictor of mobile retail app 

continuous use. This signifies the importance of learning as the 

retailers add more features to their mobile app, there will be a need 

for the mobile retail app to learn how to use the new features either 

through a video or text instructions. The model four showcase 

performance expectancy, privacy, cognitive and affective as a 

predictor of mobile retail app continuous use but continent was 

not significant. In all the model, the mobile retail use and 

continuous combined model of technology, trust and gratification 

were found more robust than others. In addition to model 

comparison, the interaction effects of gender and marital status 

reveals that different age brackets influence gender differently 

based on four levels of marital status.  

A mobile retail app is a growing innovation in a retailing setting, 

and theoretically, the study integrates the unified theory of 

acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT), trust and 

gratification and expand technology acceptance model with the 

trust and gratification elements. The study emphasized the 

importance of trust, privacy assurance, learning and relaxation 

features in a mobile retail app as an antecedent of its use and 

continuous use. This is a novel contribution to the literature on 

technology acceptance and retailing. This study also shed more 

light on the importance of age as a moderator of gender and 

marital status regarding mobile retail app use and continuous use. 
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Practically, the retailing managers and the technology 

professionals need to put age, gender, marital status and people 

from different continents into consideration when they are 

strategizing for the mobile retail app use and continuous use. The 

add-on technology, hedonic and trust features should factor in the 

demographic profile of the mobile retail app. Second, the retailer 

should reposition their mobile app as a multitasking app of an 

information database for online e-shopping, gamification for 

rewards and video curation for socialization. 

5.1. Limitations and Future Research 

The mobile app market is vast, and this study only focuses on 

retailing segment which may not represent the state-of-the-art of 

mobile app market. Due to this limitation, the future researcher in 

the mobile app research stream should conduct a mobile app 

comparative study with a focus on countries and different 

business sectors. The prospective studies also should use 

structural equation modelling (SEM) to compare different mobile 

app users intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. 
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